
MEASUREMENTS
41 x 34 x 73 cm. | 80 l.
16 x 14 x 29 in. | 21 gal.
10 kg.

DESIGNER
by Baumgartner

WEBSITE
www.madedesign.es

VEVEY
by Baumgartner

VVY/01 - RECYCLING CONTAINER
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DESCRIPTION
A product that makes you smile, that surprises you and that gives life 
to any environment.The Vevey is a unique recycling bin, focused  
since its conception to stand out from the crowd. Assembled in six 
panels giving easy access. Modern, thanks to the combination of 
materials used. And completely different from anything else in the 
Made Design collection

CHARACTERISTICS
Vevey consists of 6 individual panels, four of them made from 
lacquered 1,22 mm folded sheet metal  with the remaining two made 
from 3mm thick Thermoforming plastic. Held together by 8 screws, 
which allow the recycling bin to be shipped flatpacked and can be 
assembled and disassembled very easily. Interior ring which hold 
bags in 3mm thick sheet metal. Rubber stoppers in the base for 
protection of the surface where it is located.

FINISHES
Panels of textured white matt plastic. Lacquered metallic sheets. The 
lacquer ensures good protection from external or severe atmospheric 
conditions. Illustration of the vinyl pictogram in different colors. Codes 
of RAL color specified.

COLOUR
RAL color available (more options on request):
WHITE – 9003

FIRE RESISTANCE
M0 - Metal structure of the product
M1 - Front panels made of thermoformed plastic

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The materials used are easily segregated to be recycled later and 
incorporate a high percentage of recycled material. By product 
design presupposes a long life cycle.

PACKAGING
Packed in a double-channel cardboard box with bag for protection of 
the product. VEVEY is shipped disassembled.
CONTAINS - 1 package: disassembled recycling bin.

WARRANTY
2-year warranty, except for misuse or wrong manipulation.


